More Than a Student: Chantrel Reynolds

During September 24-30, 2014, we will highlight the students featured on the new More Than a Student banners along South Road. Check out the banners, and reach out if you'd like to learn more about these involvement opportunities!

Name: Chantrel Reynolds
Hometown: Goldsboro, NC
Major: Journalism and Mass Communications
Year: Senior
Union Involvement: CUAB Marketing Chair, Marketing & Design Marketing Assistant

How has the Union helped you become more than a student?

"The Union has been a place of comfort and security throughout my college experience, during a time where everything is constantly changing and growing. I've been able to mature simultaneously as a student and as a professional because of the resources and opportunities of the Union. Thanks to involvement at the Union through CUAB and student employment, I get to engage in the field I hope to go into after graduation."